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building bridges in global education

president ’ s welcome
Dear Colleagues and Friends of Global
Education:
Welcome to our annual conference. If
you are joining us for the first time,
we hope you enjoy yourself and become immersed in the topics that our
passionate presenters have crafted
this year. We hope that you continue
to engage with us for the long-term
as we have exciting prospects for the
future. If you are a PaCIE regular,
Welcome Back! We deeply appreciate
your continued support of initiatives
related to global education in our state.
As always, we hope that you enjoy the
company as well as the debate over
the direction of global education in our
state.

Senator Andrew Dinniman ,

					Known by the people of Chester County simply as “Andy,” Senator
					
Andrew E. Dinniman has been recognized as a leader in education and
					
an advocate for communities and families through three decades in
					
public service. That vision and leadership led to his 2006 election and
					
reelection in 2008 and 2012 to the Pennsylvania Senate, representing
					
Pennsylvania’s 19th District.
					
Prior to serving in the legislature, Senator Dinniman served for 15 years
					
as a Chester County Commissioner, making him the longest-serving
					
commissioner in county history. Before being elected County 		
					
Commissioner in 1991, Senator Dinniman served on the Downingtown
					
Area School Board and as PACIE president from 1989-1991.
In the Senate, he has been a strong and consistent supporter of investments in early childhood, basic, special
and higher education, while fighting to return the focus from testing to teaching in our schools.
Senator Dinniman serves as minority chairman of the Education Committee and is also a member of the Education Commission of the States, the Pennsylvania State Board of Education, the Pennsylvania State Public
School Building Authority, and the Pennsylvania Higher Educational Facilities Authority. A teacher, West
Chester University professor and community leader, he has been honored by numerous education, business,
environmental, veterans’ and service groups.

W. L a M arr K opp L ifetime A chievement A ward R ecipients

Dr. Pedro Rivera, Pennsylvania Secretary of Education; Jeff Whitehead, PACIE
President

It has been a very good year for PACIE, and I am pleased to report that we have finished the
first year of our new strategic plan, have begun to work with partners on the promotion of global
competence in the K-20 curriculum, and have furthered the dialogue between PACIE and the state
government. Since our last conference, we have managed to reinstate the Governor’s School, have
solidified a project to integrate global education into the PA Standards Aligned System (SAS), as
well as begun discussions on legislation to create a global education taskforce in the Commonwealth.
I am doubly pleased to announce that PACIE has awarded its first-ever scholarship contribution from the Asia Institute. The Asia Institute has pledged to support an ongoing scholarship,
and we are very pleased that this initiative will assist PA student in their study abroad pursuits. As
a result, PaCIE is currently seeking additional scholarship partners to broaden the scope and effort
so that it can function as a neutral entity through which students can receive resources to make their
study abroad dreams come true.
As always, we deeply appreciate your attendance and commitment to global education in the
state of Pennsylvania. Our hope is that as we continue to grow, you will grow with us and together,
we will create a tomorrow for Pennsylvania that includes global competence for all students graduating from our schools and institutions of higher learning. I have been honored to serve as your
President for the last three years, and I look forward years ahead as we work to forge a more global
Pennsylvania.
All my best,
Jeff Whitehead
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keynote speaker

Sister Mary Helen Kashuba

Sister Mary Helen Kashuba
Sister Mary Helen is a longtime professor of French and Russian at Chestnut Hill College in Philadelphia. Over the course of her career she has
served as National President of the American Association of Teachers of
French and Director of the Pennsylvania Governor’s School for Foreign
Language Education. She has worked to enable her students to study abroad
and bring back not just a greater knowledge of the language, but also the
cultural aspects of the country in which they study. In addition to her teaching and leadership roles, she has published a variety of articles on French
and Russian literature. She has been a tireless advocate for foreign language
education, and was honored with the Palmes Academiques, awarded by the
French government in recognition of her promotion of the study of French.

Dr. Leah Christman
Dr. Christman has served as a public educator for over 36 years
and is currently the superintendent of Southern Lehigh School
District. While at the Berks Career and Technology Center, she
developed the Occupational Child Development Program, the
first in Pennsylvania to qualify high school students to work
in licensed daycare centers after graduation. She has taught
courses across the Family and Consumer Science discipline and
also served as a Distance Learning Facilitator and Instructional
Technology Facilitator. Over her career she has secured almost
two million dollars in competitive grants to bring technology to
students, working tirelessly to promote understanding of global
economies, cultures, and communications through innovative
technology education.

Dr. Leah Christman and friends
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conference schedule

• T hursday O ctober 6 •

3:00pm - 5:00pm 		
				

Roundtable for K-12 Schools
(Chestnut Conference Room)
In 2014, The Institute of International Education reported that
secondary schools in Pennsylvania enroll more than 3000 international students. Most of these students are Asian, enroll for a
high school diploma and attend private schools, while European
and South American students tend to participate as exchange students. International student populations in secondary schools are
expected to increase through 2025. This session will discuss best
practices, strategies, success stories and challenges of enrolling
students from across the globe.

University of Pittsburgh International Business Center

Connecting You to
Learning Opportunities
Worldwide
Visit Us Online: business.pitt.edu/katz/ibc

conference schedule

• F riday O ctober 7 •

7:30am - 8:30am 		
				

Registration and Breakfast
(Lower Level Lobby, Ben Franklin Ballroom)

8:30am - 10:00am
				

President’s Welcome and PACIE Update
(Ben Franklin Ballroom)

10:15am - 11:15am
Concurrent Sessions
				
11:30am - 12:30pm
Concurrent Sessions
				
12:30pm - 1:45pm
Lunch
				
Senator Andrew Dinniman, Keynote Speaker
				W. LaMarr Kopp Lifetime Achievement Awards
				
Asia Society & PACIE Scholarship
				
(Ben Franklin Ballroom)
			
2:00pm - 3:15pm 		
Concurrent Sessions
				
3:15pm - 3:30pm 		
Coffee Break
				Sponsored by University of
				
Pittsburgh, IBC
3:30pm - 4:45pm 		
Concurrent Sessions
			
Joseph M. Katz Graduate School of Business
& College of Business Administration
6:00pm - 7:30pm 		
Networking Reception
				Pyramid Club
				
1735 Market St, Center City
				Philadelphia

• S aturday O ctober 8 •

Joseph M. Katz Graduate School of Business
& College of Business Administration

Joseph M. Katz Graduate School of Business
& College of Business Administration
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8:30am - 10:00am
Breakfast; Open Spaces
				
(Ben Franklin Ballroom)
				Sponsored by International SOS
10:00am - 11:00am
Concurrent Sessions
				
11:15am - 12:15pm
Concurrent Sessions
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sheraton university city
floor plan
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concurrent sessions • friday
10:15AM - 11:15AM

* Overcoming Barriers: STEM and Study Abroad
William Penn I
Ahaji Schreffler, Drexel University
Colby Hepner, Drexel University
This session will cover some of the most pressing challenges to attracting and supporting STEM students in education
abroad programming, and the steps that education abroad professionals and stakeholders can take to ensure STEM students have access to these experiences. Case studies of current efforts aimed at increasing accessibility for STEM student
populations will be discussed along with ideas and strategies for tackling these challenges at the institutional, office and
individual levels.

* Enhancing Business Management Courses with Japanese Perspectives: a Curriculum Module
William Penn II
Nancy Carr, Community College of Philadelphia
This session will present a curriculum module designed for use in Management and Introduction to Business courses at
the undergraduate level. The curriculum has students tackle the cultural and financial aspects of business, management
and marketing and how it is impacted by location, war, and peace through comparative study of the United States and
Japan. The project demonstrates how the Community College of Philadelphia utilized the U.S. Department of Education
Title VI UISFL grant to develop a year long series of faculty development roundtables and a lecture series on Japan.
● Moving Towards a Globalized Mindset: How Fox Chapel Area High School is Moving Towards Globalization
through Contemplation, Collaboration, and Purposeful Cross-Curricula Connections
Chestnut
Pam Barentine, Fox Chapel Area High School
Myriam Fontes. Fox Chapel Area High School
Fox Chapel’s move towards globalization began with a visioning process to determine who we are, what we wanted
to be, and how we wanted to get there. Since that time, partnerships with our community, local businesses, statewide organizations, and a university were developed and led to exciting cross-curricular programs for students. This
programming aims to expand their thinking and develop their global mindset. Attendees will leave with ideas about
how to undertake their own journey of globalization, partnerships available in the state, and cross-curricular programming that can benefit high school students.
* Integrating Inbound Exchange Students into the Campus Community
Ben Franklin Ballroom IV
Mary Hagenbach, Drexel University
Dylan O’Donaghue, Drexel University
Facilitating positive experiences is a major role of international education administrators. How can administrators
ensure that students participating in short term exchange programs experience true cultural immersion? This session
invites inbound exchange advisors to explore best practices for welcoming and integrating inbound exchange students into the larger campus community. A conversation about international office programming will conclude with
methods for promotion of university-wide engagement opportunities.
§ Advocating for Global Education
Ben Franklin Ballroom V
Jeff Whitehead, PACIE President
Jan Finn, PACIE Vice President
Bob Hollister, Former PACIE President and Superintendent
Michele Sellitto, Educational Consultant
As a key component of PACIE’s Strategic Plan, President Jeff Whitehead has organized an advocacy team. Its
purpose is to introduce PACIE and its mission to ensure global ready graduates for Pennsylvania’s future. There
are several critical strategic partners: The Pennsylvania General Assembly, The Pennsylvania Department of Education and key educational organizations. The team has worked for the past year to promote PACIE’s agenda, to
enact legislation for a Task Force to assess the status of Pennsylvania’s Global Education in K-20 and to make
recommendations to the Pennsylvania House and Senate Education Committees. The team will share with attendees
the advocacy process and results to date. Attend this session and find out how YOU can play a key role on PACIE’s
advocacy team and strengthen your own personal toolbox.

* = Higher Education

● = K - 12

§ = All
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concurrent sessions • friday
11:30AM - 12:30PM

* English in India: Teaching Cross-Cultural Composition at Global Pathways Institute, India
William Penn I
Sandra Crenshaw, Arcadia University
Rachel Collins, Arcadia University
Michael Zerbe, York College of Pennsylvania
Zachary Woodard, Arcadia University
Since 2015, the Global Pathways Institute (GPI) has offered the first two years of the Arcadia University undergraduate curriculum to students in Mumbai, India. During that time, Arcadia’s English composition course has been
offered each semester to students emerging from three different Indian school curricula. In this session, the presenters will explore the successes and struggles of offering English to English speakers from a different culture, the
challenges of cross-cultural curricula, the highs and lows of logistics, and the lessons learned from GPI’s first year.
* Forerunner: High Touch Pre-departure Leadership Program
William Penn II
Lily Zhang, University of Pennsylvania
This presentation will focus on the development of Penn’s Forerunner program in China and India. It will discuss the
collaboration with different schools and centers in a highly decentralized campus in order to create a unique program
that addresses challenges faced by international students at Penn. Other areas to be discussed include logistical challenges and solutions, as well as outcomes of the program.
● Promoting Global Education for Peace through Exchange Programs
Chestnut
Varley Paul, Plymouth Meeting Friends School
Leann Nyce, Plymouth Meeting Friends School
Anne Javsicas, Plymouth Meeting Friends School
Sarah Sweeny-Denham, Plymouth Meeting Friends School
This panel will discuss multiple aspects of the Mexican Exchange Program: methods for successful collaboration
between exchange schools, the “behind-the-scenes” facets of this program, the broader pedagogy and vision of the
program and the role of technology in developing and enhancing the program. Learn about “best practices” and lessons from a partnership spanning 45 years.
Give High School Students Shovels to Dig Deep into Culture!
Ben Franklin Ballroom IV
Deanna Baird, Upper St. Clair High School
Teaching culture? Products and practices? Easy! Perspectives ? Not so easy! Learn tools that have been successfully used to help students to delve into culture in order to compare cultures, to gain perspectives and finally to develop global competencies for today’s world. Wrap it up with some global thinking routines that are crosscurricular.
You will be ready and eager to try at least one of these on Monday!
Lifetouch Memory Mission
Ben Franklin Ballroom V
Derek Bolger, Lifetouch National School Studios
Since 2000, Lifetouch has been giving back via intensive volunteer service in multiple locales in the U.S. and
abroad. Learn about the motivations and experiences of the last 15 years when superintendents, principals, and
members of national educational associations joined Lifetouch employees to provide helping hands in Kosovo,
Haiti, Jamaica, the Dominican Republic in addition to natural disasters across the U.S. in Arizona, Appalachia, New
Orleans, the Dakotas, California and the midwest.

* = Higher Education

● = K - 12

§ = All
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concurrent sessions • friday

concurrent sessions • friday

2:00PM - 3:15PM

3:30PM - 4:45PM

* Bridging Cultures and Higher Education Sectors: Collaborations between the South Asian Centre at the University
of Pennsylvania and the Community College of Philadelphia
William Penn I
Lakshmi Gudipati, Community College of Philadelphia
David Prejsnar, Community College of Philadelphia
The Community College of Philadelphia and the South Asia Center at the University of Pennsylvania have partnered
in an on-going collaboration to bring South Asian course material into the CCP curriculum. In 2014 the College
received a two-year “Bridging Cultures in South Asia” grant from the National Endowment for the Humanities. This
grant, which requires a partnership between a community college and a four-year research institution has enabled
junior faculty at the College to teach new curricula about South Asia in the Humanities and the Social Sciences. This
session will present a replicable model for on-going collaboration across sectors of higher education.

* Engaging in Non-traditional Experiences: Global Classrooms
William Penn I
Dani Ascarelli, Drexel University
Jodi Cataline, Drexel University
Dana D’Angelo, Drexel University
In addition to traditional international experiences, institutions have developed domestic programs for global experiences and intercultural development. In 2013, the Drexel University Office of International Programs launched the
Global Classroom program to promote internationalizing the classroom, and to provide students with international
experiences at home. Global Classrooms are courses that engage Drexel students with partner universities abroad
through a range of projects utilizing interactive technologies. Presenters will highlight their work, with an emphasis
on design and execution of successful programs, as well the importance of relationships between partnership institutions and faculty.

* Educating the Educators: Global and Cultural Awareness for Faculty Development
William Penn II
Dolores Rafter-Arevalo, Pennsylvania State University Abington
Paula M. Smith, Pennsylvania State University Abington
This program will discuss the Global Awareness Dialogue Project (GADP), a faculty development program and
model for increasing global awareness and culturally conscious pedagogy. The project aims to prepare faculty of all
disciplines for our increasingly multicultural and international classrooms.
§ Ladder of Prejudice: Name Calling to Genocide
Chestnut
Gertrude Noden, Global Education Motivators
In his book, The Nature of Prejudice, Gordon W. Allport uses the metaphor of a ladder to describe how “little acts”,
which often go unnoticed, can lead to more serious and disruptive individual and collective behaviors. This framework describes, in ascending order, five “rungs” of intolerance and injustice: speech, avoidance, discrimination,
physical attack, extermination. In this workshop teachers will have opportunity to apply the Ladder of Prejudice to
literature, identify parallels of prejudice in current events, prepare students discussions about their prejudicial experiences and behaviors, and explore student projects that address prejudice. This is part one of a double session that
will continue from 3:30PM - 4:45PM.
§ One World, Many Risks: Duty of Care Strategies
Ben Franklin Ballroom IV
Suzanne Garber, Independent
Duty of Care covers routine mishaps, as well as the “CNN headlines.” Learn how solid crisis management teams
mitigate risk for globally mobile students and staff. Developing globally-minded students is not a luxury but a necessity in today’s rigorous and competitive academic environment. Travel for inter-cultural exchanges, study-abroad,
and international research is considered a staple of curricula for many institutions. While travel can be exciting, productive, and profitable, it can also be scary. Questions about liability, etiquette, policy, duty, and risk all come into
play. This session will discuss duty of care strategies organizations can implement with their global students, faculty,
and staff.
* Overcoming Challenges of Integrating Chinese students into High School and Colleges
Ben Franklin Ballroom V
Judith Higgins, Drexel University
James Pancio, Temple University
Chinese immigrants are now the third largest foreign-born group in America, and are soon to be the second. Chinese
foreign exchange students are growing in number, and international education programs that partner with Chinese
students and institutions are becoming more prevalent. Therefore educators must become knowledgeable about
Chinese culture, government and education in order to have a global understanding and be prepared to participate in
global education.

* = Higher Education

● = K - 12
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* Developing Internal and External Collaborations in a Community College: Title VI UISFL East Africa Project
William Penn II
Fay Beauchamp, Community College of Philadelphia
Randy Libros, Community College of Philadelphia
Lucia Gbaya-Kanga, Community College of Philadelphia
Debonair Oates Primus, Community College of Philadelphia
Ravyn Davis, Community College of Philadelphia
Beatrice Bolger, Community College of Philadelphia
The Community College of Philadelphia is now finishing a two-year faculty and curriculum project funded by the
U.S. Department of Education Title VI Undergraduate International Studies and Foreign Languages (UISFL) Program, in partnership with the University of Pennsylvania. This grant has provided for a sharing of university resources and cross-campus collaboration. Additionally the grant has provided research opportunities for faculty, and
the interdisciplinary application of this research. Research topics include sustainable development, heritage preservation and art, the spice trade, Swahili language and culture, and East African literature. This session will discuss
the implementation of the grant and models for success.
* Connecting Incoming International Students and Study Abroad Returnees
Ben Franklin Ballroom IV
Anna Tang, Duquesne University
Rachael English, Duquesne University
The challenges of engaging international and returning study abroad students in the international community on
campus, and the redevelopment of a program to overcome these challenges will be the focus of this presentation
and discussion. This program was so successful that it became an integral part of a recruiting and retention strategy.
Also to be discussed are the challenges moving forward and an opportunity for session participants to contribute
their own successes and strategies.
§ Ladder of Prejudice: Name Calling to Genocide PART II
Chestnut
Gertrude Noden, Global Education Motivators
Part two of a two-part session. In his book, The Nature of Prejudice, Gordon W. Allport uses the metaphor of a
ladder to describe how “little acts” can lead to more serious and disruptive individual and collective behaviors.
This framework describes, in ascending order, five “rungs” of intolerance and injustice. In this workshop teachers
will have opportunity to apply the Ladder of Prejudice to literature, identify parallels of prejudice in current events,
prepare students discussions about their prejudicial experiences and behaviors, and explore visual art and movement
student projects that address prejudice.
● United Club: Building Global Competence Through Cultural Exploration
Ben Franklin Ballroom V
Maryellen Troyer, Abington Friends School
Dina Cohen, Abington Friends School
Mary Jimenez, Abington Friends School
Grant Gilfor, Student, Class of 2017, Abington Friends School
Ken Wang, Student, Class of 2017, Abington Friends School
How can a shared multi-cultural space promote global exploration and intercultural understanding? Join a conversation about the creation of the United Club, a continuously evolving student led group fostering intercultural awareness through discovery, conversation, and friendship. The current paradigm of learning about home, heritage, or
other cultures of interest produces rich discussions to identify global trends and personal connections. Participants
will have the opportunity to discuss how elements of this learning space could apply to their practice setting.
* = Higher Education

● = K - 12

§ = All
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LEARN
EVERYWHERE.

concurrent sessions • saturday
10:00AM - 11:00AM
§ Building Global Competence through Differentiated Fieldwork: The Abington Friends School – Arcadia
University Partnership
William Penn I
Maryellen Troyer, Abington Friends School
Janet Chance, Arcadia University
Ellen Skilton, Arcadia University
How can differentiated fieldwork support the growth of global competence for both high school and graduate students? In this innovative partnership, education graduate students learn to scaffold the development of multi-cultural and multi-lingual literacies through one-on-one sessions with international students, opportunities to observe
in a content-area classroom, and participation in a sheltered ELL classroom. International students gain experience
with cultural transfer, language and academic construct development, and direct observation of friendship patterns
in a new culture. Presenters will share strategies for managing the initiative and deepening professional relationships. Participants will have the opportunity to discuss how this approach to global education translates to their
practice settings.
§ Retaining International Students in Philadelphia Post-Graduation
William Penn II
Nicole Pumphrey, Welcoming Center for New Pennsylvanians
Patrick Sherlock, Campus Philly
Pennsylvania is home to many of the country’s top universities, and as a result, draws talented students from all over the
globe. International students add to the diversity of the student body on campus, but as graduates they become a valuable
addition to the local economy and workforce. Fully maximizing the experience of foreign-born students in Philadelphia
requires a collaborative effort across sectors. Campus Philly and the Welcoming Center for New Pennsylvanians will
facilitate a discussion on best practices for building a mutual relationship – one that helps students thrive in the city and
that helps the city leverage this population.

ArcadiaAbroad

§ Educating the Educators: Boko Haram in Nigeria
Chestnut
Sètondji Roland Adjovi, Arcadia University
This session aims to give participants an understanding of who is behind Boko Haram, their motivations, and their role in
destabilizing the country. The session will also include a broader discussion of religious fundamentalism in Africa.

With almost 70 years of leadership and innovation in international education
and research, The College of Global Studies provides undergraduates access
to over 130 programs abroad. Nearly 3,000 students from over 300 colleges
and universities participate in Arcadia University’s programs abroad each
year. Arcadia continuously strives to provide the highest level of support and
service to its program participants wherever they are in the world.

+ SEMESTER

+ CUSTOM PROGRAMS

+ RESEARCH OPPORTUNITIES

+ SUMMER & J-TERM

+ INTERNSHIPS

+ FACULTY-LED PROGRAMS

+ ACADEMIC YEAR

+ SERVICE LEARNING

+ SHORT-TERM PROGRAMS

FACULTY PROGRAMS ABROAD:

You concentrate on teaching, we handle logistics and support
With offices in 17 countries, resident directors who have extensive local networks, and over 25 years of
experience as an organizational leader in study abroad, IFSA-Butler and the Alliance are uniquely
positioned to provide unparalleled support for customized programs. We add value with:
• Fully-staffed IFSA-Butler offices abroad
• Networks of local contacts and experts
• Long-standing community relationships
• Partnerships in program design
• Curricular flexibility
• Co-curricular learning opportunities
• Administrative support on site
• Management of student issues and emergencies
• Marketing and enrollment assistance

www.ifsa-butler.org/custom/custom-programs-overview
www.allianceglobaled.org/faculty-and-advisors/custom
800-858-0229 • custom@ifsa-butler.org

studyabroad.arcadia.edu
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concurrent sessions • saturday
11:15AM - 12:15AM

● Collaborations within Global Education and Across Sectors, Utilizing Technology
William Penn I
Michelle Saylor, Bellefonte School District
Susan Calvin, Berks County Intermediate Unit
This interactive session will discuss work across school districts and with organizations in China and Pakistan to develop collaborative learning environments for students and teachers. The presentation and discussion will include he process, associated best practices, as well as the learning outcomes and how to scale
these opportunities. The steps to locating a partner and setting up the parameters of the collaboration will
be discussed. Participants will explore opportunities between districts, with IUs and institutions of higher
learning
* Engaging with World Heritage
William Penn II
Sarah Sharp, University of Pennsylvania
Anastasia Shown, University of Pennsylvania
Nikia Brown, Global Philadelphia Association
World heritage education is the study of natural and cultural heritage and the action to conserve these heritages. In honor of Philadelphia’s designation as the first U.S. World Heritage City, local educators, higher
education and non-profit organizations collaborated to create the Philadelphia World Heritage Tool Kit
which connects Greater Philadelphia, its history and social climate, to global histories and contexts. Come
learn about this free interdisciplinary resource which enhances classroom instruction, fulfills mandated
standards, and inspires students and teachers to better engage the world around them both in school and in
out-of-school programs!
* Education Abroad: Transformative Journeys for Students and Faculty
Chestnut
Margaret Stephens, Community College of Philadelphia
Ashley Brenner, Community College of Philadelphia
This presentation will examine theories and practices underpinning global citizenship and transformative
learning among community college students and faculty. The literature on these topics will be reviewed,
and the presenters will show how they applied these theories to two studies that they conducted. Globalization is a process that challenges norms and broadens the idea of citizenship. This research examines how
faculty internationalize their practice and what influenced them to engage in this work.

* = Higher Education
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Encouraging
students in
Pennsylvania
to discover
the world.
International Studies Abroad (ISA),
Proud PaCIE Foundational Partner

Since 1987, International Studies
Abroad (ISA) has encouraged
students to explore and learn about
their world. With programming in
70 cities throughout Africa, Asia,
Europe, Latin America, the Middle
East and the Pacific, our mission is to
provide high-quality education abroad
opportunities to U.S. college students
at an affordable price.
ISA offers thousands of program
options abroad including: short and
long-term study, internships, servicelearning, international missions,
gap and high school courses, and
custom program support. As a proud
foundational partner of PaCIE, ISA is
committed to helping Pennsylvania
students discover and enjoy a way of
life different from their own. We look
forward to beginning a conversation
with your institution today.

pacie board of directors •2015-2016

pacie board of directors •2016-2017
Incoming Executive Board

Executive Board
Jeff Whitehead ‖ President 2016
Director, University of Pittsburgh Study Abroad Office,University Center for International Studies
412-648-2299 jrwst43@pitt.edu

Annie M. Prucey 2016
Vice President, World Affairs Council of
Pittsburgh
412-281-7028 annie@worldpittsburgh.org

Janice Finn ‖ President 2017
Associate Dean for International Affairs
Arcadia University
215 572 2867 finnj@arcadia.edu

Janice Finn ‖ Vice-President 2017
Associate Dean for International Affairs
Arcadia University
215 572 2867 finnj@arcadia.edu

Jennifer Oxenford 2018
Community Services Manager
Keystone Initiative for Network Based Education and
Research
joxenford@kinber.org

Nicole Pumphrey ‖ Vice President 2018
Director of Strategic Partnerships
The Welcoming Center for New Pennsylvanians
215-825-7763 nicole@welcomingcenter.org

Christina Good ‖ Executive Director
Associate Director, The College for Global
Studies, Arcadia University
215-884-9430 ceagood@comcast.net
Timothy J. Devlin ‖ Treasurer 2017
Sr. K12 Account Executive, Questeq		
412-600-1187 tdevlin@questeq.com
Michelle Saylor ‖ Secretary 2016
Interim Superintendent, Bellefonte Area School District
814- 355-4814 X 3004 msaylor@basd.net
Board Members
Deanna Baird 2016
K-12 World Language Curriculum Leader
Teacher (German/International Studies)
412-344-8920 fraubaird@aol.com
Brandon Blache-Cohen 2019
Executive Director, Amizade Global
Service-Learning
412.229.7774 brandon@amizade.org
Susan Calvin 2019
Program Administrator, International Studies Roundtable
Berks County Intermediate Unit
610-987-8639 suecal@berksiu.org

Susan Calvin 2019
Program Administrator, International Studies
Roundtable
Berks County Intermediate Unit
610-987-8639 suecal@berksiu.org
Sabina Chiara Coraluppi 2018
Director of Operations, Chorus Call, Inc.
1-412-858-1378 scoraluppi@choruscall.com

Ben Pilcher 2019
Director, Center for Global Learning, Carlow University
412.578.6557 bjpilcher@carlow.edu

Jeff Whitehead ‖ Past President 2016
Director, University of Pittsburgh Study Abroad Office,University Center for International Studies
412-648-2299 jrwst43@pitt.edu

Nicole Pumphrey 2018
Director of Strategic Partnerships
The Welcoming Center for New Pennsylvanians
215-825-7763 nicole@welcomingcenter.org

Christina Good ‖ Executive Director
Associate Director, The College of Global
Studies, Arcadia University
215-884-9430 ceagood@comcast.net

Sara Sequin 2016
Associate Director, Education Abroad and
Overseas Campuses Temple University
215-204-0726 ssequin@temple.edu

Timothy J. Devlin ‖ Treasurer 2017
Sr. K12 Account Executive, Questeq		
412-600-1187 tdevlin@questeq.com

Eve C. Shellenberger 2018
Assistant Professor of Education, Pennsylvania State University
814-863-1499 ecs110@psu.edu

Board Members
Deanna Baird 2017
K-12 World Language Curriculum Leader
Teacher (German/International Studies)
412-344-8920 fraubaird@aol.com

Lily Zhang 2016
Senior Associate Director, ISSS
Penn Global, University of Pennsylvania
215-898-7671 lizhang1@upenn.edu

Brandon Blache-Cohen 2019
Executive Director, Amizade Global
Service-Learning
412.229.7774 brandon@amizade.org

Sabina Chiara Coraluppi 2018
Director of Operations, Chorus Call, Inc.
1-412-858-1378 scoraluppi@choruscall.com
Christopher DiCapua 2016
Associate Professor of Spanish,Community
College of Philadelphia
215-751-8671 cdicapua@ccp.edu
Lois Larson Johnson 2018
Professor of Education and Director
The Stan and Karen Johnson Office of
International Education, Grove City College
724-458-2022 lljohnson@gcc.edu

Jennifer Oxenford 2018
Community Services Manager
Keystone Initiative for Network Based Education and Research
joxenford@kinber.org

Ben Pilcher ‖ Secretary 2019
Director, Center for Global Learning, Carlow University
412.578.6557 bjpilcher@carlow.edu

Annmarie Whalen 2019
Vice President for Programs and Publications
The Forum on Education Abroad
717-245-1445 whalena@forumea.org

Lois Larson Johnson 2018
Professor of Education and Director
The Stan and Karen Johnson Office of
International Education, Grove City College
724-458-2022 lljohnson@gcc.edu

Michelle Saylor 2017
Interim Superintendent, Bellefonte Area School District
814- 355-4814 X 3004 msaylor@basd.net
Eve C. Shellenberger 2018
Assistant Professor of Education, Pennsylvania State University
814-863-1499 ecs110@psu.edu
Annmarie Whalen 2019
Vice President for Programs and Publications
The Forum on Education Abroad
717-245-1445 whalena@forumea.org

I ncoming B oard M embers
Nigel Cossar 2020
Director, Penn Abroad, University of Pennsylvania
Tel 215.898.9073 ncossar@upenn.edu
Lucia Gbaya-Kanga 2020
Assistant Professor of English, Community College of
Philadelphia
Tel: 215-751-8499 bgbayaka@ccp.edu

Chang Liu 2020
Assistant Director of International Admissions,Temple
University
Tel 215-204-4960 chang.liu@temple.edu
		
Kenneth F. Lockette 2020
Assistant Superintendent, Avonworth School District
Tel 412-369-8738 x 1501 klockette@avonworth.k12.pa.us
Annie M. Prucey 2020
Vice President, World Affairs Council of Pittsburgh
412-281-7028 annie@worldpittsburgh.org
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• Foundational Partners •
Foundational partners of PACIE are committed to PACIE’s long term goals and underscore the importance of Global Ready Graduates for Pennsylvania’s Future. By contributing funds and in-kind
resources, a foundational partner supports PACIE’s goals:
• Advocacy for global competence
• Development of a K-20 global curriculum framework
• Assistance for schools with development of global competency skills.
• Increasing outbound and inbound global experiences for K-20 students and educators
• Establishment of a state-wide task force for global competence

Taiwanese youngsters embrace
Pitt Fulbright Scholar.

Embrace the World
Pitt to the World. The World to Pitt.

At Pitt, global engagement is not a choice. It is an imperative.
Our bright minds explore and address global issues to improve life.
Through research, policy, partnerships and the study of languages
and cultures, Pitt opens the door to global citizenship.

www.ucis.pitt.edu
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• conference sponsors •
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•

notes

•
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